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4 STEPS TO FINDING A
SOLAR SOLUTION:

1. Industry research
2. Product testing
3. Field testing
4. Supply chain analysis

The limited supply of appropriate books and learning 

materials presents a major challenge to the provisioning of 

quality learning in the international development context. 

Since 2010, Worldreader has responded to this challenge by

delivering high-quality, locally relevant e-books from a library 

of 28,000 titles in 43 languages to readers across the
developing world using appropriate and affordable tecnology. 

Through our e-reading programs designed for schools and 

libraries, we have reached more than 60,000 students and 

library patrons in more than 130 schools and libraries in 12
sub-Saharan countries. The schools and libraries receive a 

set of curated e-books, relevant to their communities, that are        

pre-loaded onto e-readers. Worldreader’s training materials and 

expertise in program design and management provide additional 

support to teachers and administrators. Our research shows that 

the e-reading programs are improving learning outcomes (see more  

information at: http://www.worldreader.org/learnings/literacy/). 

Despite having a battery life that is 3 times longer than many 

popular tablet devices, e-readers require electricity. In line with our
commitment to providing communities with sustainable solutions 

that are also environmentally friendly, Worldreader launched the 

Renewable Energy for Education pilot project in March 2014 to 

identify a solution to better serve schools and libraries that have 

limited or no access to reliable electricity. The goal of the pilot 

project was to identify a solar product for school and library settings 

that was user-friendly, context appropriate, and cost-effective.

While some studies have shown that the use of solar products 

for home and individual use in Africa helps students study 

for an average of an hour more a day, not much research has 

been done to understand the full impact of adding solar energy 

solutions into school or library settings. At the same time, the 

number of available solar devices in the market has proliferated 

– but they are of varying quality, often with high breakage rates. 

This dichotomy presented a unique opportunity for Worldreader. 

To further explore the impact of solar products in schools and 

libraries and the effect they have on reading behavior, we decided 

to conduct a pilot project. The pilot study involved 4 steps: industry 

research, product testing, field testing, and a supply chain analysis 

(which included cost comparisons). All of our testing was done

competitively and in accordance with Worldreader’s ethics 

guidelines.

Executive
Summary
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As a result of the study, we selected BBOXX’s BB17 product because we believe it provides the best value to 

our partnering schools and libraries. It is a user-friendly solar kit that has the capability to support an e-reading 

program of up to 200 e-readers. The solar kit includes:

The solar solution is available to our school and library partners 

as an add-on to a Worldreader e-reading program for USD 

$500 including shipping costs. At this price, we are averaging          

$1.00-$1.66 per student reached and even less for libraries, 

which tend to have much larger networks of patrons.

    Solar panels and a battery capable of charging 25 e-readers 

per day which will allow a school or library to keep up to 200 

e-readers in constant use; 

    A USB hub that allows partnering schools and libraries to 

charge up to 11 e-readers at a time; 

    An LED light;

    Adapters for mobile phone charging;

    Support from Worldreader in setting up and using BBOXX’s 

BB17 as part of their Worldreader e-reader program.

Figure 1: BBOXX’s BB 17 solar panel and battery
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Additionally, the Renewable Energy for Education pilot project

provided these key learnings and insights:

    Selected preferred product. Although other products 

had strong overall performance, we selected a product 

that received almost universally high marks by users 

and provided the best overall value–BBOXX’s BB17. 

In particular, partners appreciated the larger number 

of e-readers that the BBOXX’s BB17 could charge, as 

well as the easier set up for BBOXX’s BB17 unit.

   Increased e-reader usage. We found that e-reader 

use in both classrooms and in libraries increased after 

communities started to use the solar kits since the 

e-readers were easier to keep charged. As a result, 

more students and library patrons were able to spend 

more time reading.

    Realized additional benefits. Our partnering schools 

and libraries made full use of having a renewable 

energy solution on location–with every partner using 

the devices at least to charge mobile phones. Many 

also used it to power LED lighting, which was used to 

help students study longer into the evening hours. The 

solar kits also allowed parents and other community 

members the opportunity to come in to charge their 

phones, which, in turn, helped increase community 

engagement and create greater awareness about the 

e-reader programs. 

   Reduced overall charging-related costs. We found 

that communities spent a considerable amount of 

money attempting to keep e-readers charged. To 

offset e-reader charging costs, schools did everything 

from billing parents to renting generators from nearby 

churches to holding fundraisers. This was not only a 

cost that these communities had to bear, but it was 

a considerable amount of time that school officials 

had to spend on an on-going basis to identify energy 

solutions. A key part of our follow-up research around 

solar is focused on measuring and understanding 

these cost-reductions further. 

Constantly Expanding

Worldreader is committed to learning and 

growing–and we know that the market 

is constantly changing. As such, we will 

regularly review new solar products to 

recommend to our partnering schools 

and libraries. If you have a solar product 

that meets the following criteria, please 

contact us at solar@worldreader.org.

• Charge 25 e-readers a day (each 

e-reader has a battery that is 3.7 volts (V), 

1420 milliampere hour (mAH), 5.25 watt-

hours (Wh) and needs to be charged via a 

USB adapter with a 5 V, 0.85 A output.)

• A charging port or adapter to charge 

mobile phones;

• LED light large enough for a small 

classroom (approximately 12 feet by 12 

feet, or larger);

• Easy to set up and use with little to no 

assembly required;

• Costs $300–$500;

• Strong distribution capacity across 

sub-Saharan Africa.
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These learnings enabled Worldreader to carry out two major      

activities in 2015. First, Worldreader introduced a solar solution to 

partners across Africa–including an LED light and mobile phone 

adapters based on feedback by our partners. By the end of 2015, 

more than 70 schools will be using BBOXX’s BB17 to power their 

e-reading programs. 

Worldreader also launched a second pilot program in Ghana to 

further explore the impact and additional benefits communities 

can enjoy by incorporating a solar solution into school or library 

e-reading programs. 

For more information about our overall work or to order a solar 

kit for your school or library, please visit our website at http://

www.worldreader.org/involved/bring-ereaders-to-school/#solar 

or contact us at solar@worldreader.org.
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Globally, about 1.2 billion people lack access to electricity, with about half of them living in sub-Saharan Africa. Some 

experts estimate that the unelectrified population in Africa may even increase as the population continues to expand 

over the next few decades. Those living beyond the reach of the electric grid rely on energy sources such as kerosene, 

batteries, or paraffin, which are expensive and pose health and fire risks. However, avoiding these available energy 

sources limits nighttime activities such as studying, reading, and conducting business and household chores, thereby 

reducing productivity.

Although about 600 million people in sub-Saharan Africa face serious energy challenges, the region has, on average, a 

solar radiation level of 4–6 kWh/m2/day, which is better than that of most other places in the world.  This level of solar 

radiation presents a great opportunity to harness the sun’s energy to increase access to electricity. Although previously 

too expensive to be a viable option, the cost of solar technologies has recently reached a level that more closely matches 

the willingness to pay for access to electricity by unelectrified populations. Price is one of the most important factors 

when attempting to meet the needs of these populations as they have limited purchasing power.

Companies selling solar lanterns (also called pico-solar systems) and solar home systems have brought new products 

to market, and have been rapidly expanded in the last 5 to 7 years. This private sector growth as well as the launch of 

large-scale initiatives such as Lighting Africa, a joint International Finance Corporation (IFC) and World Bank program, 

have contributed to increased access to energy within underserved communities. According to a recent update from 

Lighting Africa, sales of solar products across sub-Saharan Africa grew from 40,000 units in 2010 to 4.1 million units in 

2014, and by July 2014, more than 28.5 million people had access to improved energy sources.

Background
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This increased market penetration and demand for solar products is promising, mostly because of the impact energy 

access has on cost savings, education, health, and well-being. According to Grimm et al. (2014), households in Rwanda 

using solar power spent 5 times less per lighting hour and 7 times less per lumen (or measure of brightness) hour than 

households using kerosene, representing a significant cost savings. A recent Solar Aid impact report stated that families 

using solar lanterns saved, on average, $70 per year; their children studied for an extra hour each day, and the head 

teachers at the children’s schools reported performance improvements.

The Solar Aid report also noted a reduction in health problems related to the use of kerosene for lighting, including eye 

irritation, coughing, and chest problems.  An independent evaluation of Solar Aid’s Sunny Money program conducted by 

the William Davidson Institute corroborated these findings.  Solar Aid and others have also reported improved well-being 

of children and families with access to solar power, mostly because of the increased disposable income (less money is 

spent on energy) and safer home environment (solar lanterns significantly decrease the risk of fire and burns).

Despite the potential to positively impact hundreds of millions of people, a few hurdles must be overcome to reach    

communities in need. As mentioned earlier, price is an important factor, as the end users have limited disposable income. 

Thus, the cost of solar must continue to decrease to ensure affordability and increase access. One approach companies 

have used to address affordability is to offer financing options to customers, enabling them to pay in smaller increments 

as opposed to an unfront lump sum. This method has successfully allowed more people to purchase lanterns, and has 

led to the provision of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) solar for homes and businesses.

$

Cost per Lighting 
Hour with Solar

Cost per Lighting 
Hour without Solar

Cost savings 
per month

More hours spent 
studying per month
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Another major challenge is distribution. Transporting solar products to remote communities is expensive, thus increasing 

the price to the end-customer. In addition, foreign companies need to build their customers’ trust both in solar power and 

in their brand with good after-sale service. Finally, companies manufacturing knock-off devices cause “market spoilage” 

by selling cheaply made solar products that resemble those of higher quality brands. Once a risk-averse customer who 

is unfamiliar with solar purchases one of these products and it does not perform well, he is unlikely to purchase a second 

solar product from another company.

Many of Worldreader’s partner schools and libraries face energy challenges. Although many have electricity, some do 

not, and even those with grid connections are subject to frequent power cuts. E-readers are low-power devices–lasting 

for 2 to 3 weeks on a single charge--but electricity is still needed to run an e-reading program. Some of our school and 

library partners have developed creative ways to charge their devices, doing everything from charging them in a local 

market or at a nearby school to sending devices home with teachers to be charged. Given the types of environments 

in which we work and the many schools and libraries without power that we have not yet been able to reach, we spent 

the last year researching and testing various solar energy products to identify the optimal solar solution for our partners.
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Much of the research performed on the impact of solar power 

focuses on the provision of solar lanterns and other products 

designed for individual use. In a few cases, researchers have 

explored community-level energy kiosks, though these primarily 

provide access to rental lanterns for community members. 

Selling individual products has its challenges, as mentioned earlier. 

Prices are still high and although access to finance is available in 

some cases, product availability is not yet widespread. In addition, 

Worldreader previously explored the use of an individual solution 

for charging e-readers. In 2013, we tested a solar charging case 

at schools in Ghana. Much like the companies selling lanterns, we 

found that the price point was too high to make the charging case 

a viable solution. Students also felt anxious about leaving their 

cases and devices outside in the sun to charge, and there were a 

few usability challenges that we chose not to resolve because of 

the price point.

Given this background, we decided to move away from individual 

solutions and focus on products that could serve an entire school. 

To our knowledge, no studies have been conducted that assess 

the impact of solar home systems in the school environment even 

though this product seemed ideal for our partners. Thus, our 

Renewable Energy for Education pilot project aimed to identify 

an appropriate, affordable solar device that could keep e-readers 

in our e-reading programs consistently charged, thereby allowing 

children to read books whenever they desired. The solar solution 

needed to specifically address the energy challenges faced by our 

partners through the following capabilities:

    Could charge at least 5 e-readers per day; 

    Had mobile phone charging capabilities; 

    Included LED lighting; 

    Was easy to set up and use, and 

    Cost $300-$500. 

With this type of solar solution available to our partners, we can 

ensure that e-readers are always available to students, and that 

even schools off the electricity grid would benefit from an e-reading 

program. Worldreader’s solar solution also addresses some of the 

pricing and distribution challenges faced by solar companies.
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Four main phases were involved in identifying the optimal 

solar solution for our programmatic needs: 

1) Industry research – Identification of solar companies 

with appropriate products and narrowing down the number 

of potential products based on specification reviews, 

Internet and desk research and interviews with company                     

representatives;

2) Product testing – Evaluation of the top 5 products at 

Worldreader offices in San Francisco, California and Kisumu, 

Kenya;

3) Field testing – Evaluation of top 2 products by school and 

library partners in Kenya, and

4) Supply chain analysis – Understanding the challenges 

with supplying, shipping, and delivering products to our 

markets in sub-Saharan Africa.

Worldreader’s final product recommendation was based on 

the findings of these 4 phases. 

Our research on the solar industry consisted of compiling a comprehensive list of companies based on our existing 

knowledge of the solar energy industry, supplemented with a list of Lighting Global companies, Internet research, 

and conversations with industry experts. From there, we recorded several key characteristics of each company.

The initial list of 40 companies we found during our industry research phase was shortlisted based on 

Worldreader’s product criteria and the perceived alignment of the company with Worldreader’s needs. 

While a list of product criteria was defined and used for the internal selection reviews, a level of subjec-

tivity was involved, especially as related to Worldreader’s qualitative understanding of its partners’ needs.

Methodology &
Project Details

Industry
Research

Industry
research

Product
testing

Field
testing

Supply
chain

analysis
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[See Appendix 1: Renewable Energy 

for Education, which was shared with 

the companies that best aligned with      

Worldreader’s needs as well as industry 

experts, and, included the full product re-

quirements identified by Worldreader.] 

Subsequent meetings with company                   

executives helped us finalize the list; 

companies that did not fully match our criteria 

were removed, and additional potential 

companies were added. Each company 

responded to a company questionnaire to 

ensure ease of comparison. [See Appendix 

2: Questionnaire for Potential Partners for the 

list of questions.]

Considering all of the collected information as 

well as the opinions of industry experts and 

stated requirements, Worldreader selected 

the companies that would move on to the 

product-testing phase.

WORLDREADER 
ISSUED A REQUEST 
FOR QUOTATIONS THAT 
INCLUDED A SUMMARY 
OF WORLDREADER’S 
MISSION AND EXPLAINED 
THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF OUR IDEAL SOLAR 
PRODUCT. 

Worldreader procured sample solar products and conducted 

testing at our offices in San Francisco, California and Kisumu, 

Kenya. All the solar devices were subjected to the same 

set of performance tests to answer the following questions: 

   How many hours of sunlight are required to fully charge the 

internal battery of the solar device?

   How many e-readers can be charged when the solar device’s 

battery is fully charged and how long does the process take?

    Can the internal battery be charged using the solar panel while 

simultaneously charging e-readers?

    Is the product user friendly?

Product
Testing
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Because a controlled test environment was not available, we 

employed the following measures to improve the validity of our 

results. Based on expert advice and input, the solar devices were 

tested in the afternoon; the solar panels were placed at a 30 

degree angle to the sun, and the temperature and sun strength 

were recorded during all the tests. In addition, the voltage and 

current draw of the e-readers were measured during charging. 

The equipment used included an indoor/outdoor thermometer, 

solar power meter, pitch measurement tool to verify the angle, and 

a USB sensor to measure the voltage and current. All data was 

collected manually using these instruments. The following tests 

were performed:

Test #1: We measured the number of 

hours required to fully charge the solar 

device’s internal battery when the solar 

panels were placed in direct sunlight and 

connected to their respective battery 

packs. Temperature and sun strength 

measurements were recorded each hour 

to enable comparisons across devices 

and dates. 

Test #2: We recorded the number of 

e-readers that could be fully charged with 

a fully charged internal battery without 

any supplementary power coming from 

the solar panel. Hourly measurements of 

the power going to each e-reader and 

the approximate percentage charged 

of each e-reader were recorded until 

the internal battery was depleted. 

Test #3: We recorded the number of 

e-readers that could be charged with 

a partially charged internal battery 

(charged for 2 hours) with supplemen-

tary power coming from the solar panel. 

Each hour, the sun strength, tempera-

ture, power going to each e-reader, 

and approximate percentage charged 

of each e-reader were recorded. 
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Amazon’s Kindle Paperwhite WiFi e-readers, with a 1420 mAh Lithium Polymer battery, were used for all the product 

tests as they are a commonly used device in Worldreader’s partnering schools and libraries; we also tested another 

product version in our San Francisco office to monitor overall use. [See Appendix 3 for additional information on the 

process (Annex 3.1) and for the data collection template used (Annex 3.2).] 

The product performance test results were used to determine which solar devices our school and library partners in 

Kenya would test.

Worldreader’s school and library partners in Kenya tested the 

top 2 products. Whereas the product testing phase focused on 

product performance, the field test went a step further and helped 

Worldreader explore other possibilities for solar power, including 

the usage of solar-powered devices in school and library envi-

ronments. The goal was to learn which product was preferred, 

whether there were any changes in e-reader usage or the per-

ception of the e-reader program, and the main and  peripher-

al impacts of the solar device. Additionally, by field testing with 

actual partners, we were able to develop an additional research 

agenda around the use of solar power in schools [See Conclu-

sions for additional information].

The field test included 6 schools and 2 libraries, all 8 of which 

were existing Worldreader partners. The sites were selected 

based on the energy needs, strength of project management, and 

community buy-in to Worldreader programming and reporting 

to ensure strong usage and that detailed feedback could be 

collected. The selected schools and libraries either had no elec-

tricity on site or unreliable grid connections, consistently leaving 

e-readers waiting to be charged.  

There was some self-selection bias within the group as all had 

existing e-reader programs; however, care was taken to select 

partners in various locations with different energy challenges. 

Each participating institution received a solar device that included 

a solar panel and battery pack as well as lighting and mobile 

phone charging accessories, which they were free to use as 

desired. The test occurred over a 6-week period in and around 

Kisumu, Kenya.

Field
Testing
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Of the 8 institutions, 4 received BBOXX’s BB17 solar device, 

and the other 4 received Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 

device, our top 2 product choices. Each group of 4 included 3 

schools and 1 library. Before the start of the test, each school 

and library signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

with Worldreader [See Appendix 4: Sample MOU for Partner 

Schools], committing to caring for the solar kit and agreeing to 

submit the required feedback, which included a set of baseline 

surveys, a daily log, and a set of endline surveys. The baseline 

and endline surveys were given to e-reader project managers, 

students, teachers, library staff, and patrons [See Appendix 5 

(Appendices 5.1 – 5.5) for all the data collection materials].

After the MOUs were signed, Worldreader sent the devices via 

courier to each location. Setup instructions were not provided 

to ensure that the device could be set up without outside inter-

vention. After the solar devices were in place, Worldreader staff 

visited each institution to hold a community meeting that offi-

cially launched the field test. Worldreader has found that these 

types of community launch events (often called community sen-

sitization events) are critical for program success. The meetings 

provided an opportunity to inform parents, teachers, and other 

community members about the solar program and helped to 

ensure safety of the solar devices for the duration of the testing. 

Baseline data was collected during these events, and training of 

the project manager at each school or library was conducted to 

ensure that the data collection responsibilities were clear.

Over the next few weeks, the schools kept a daily log of how 

the solar device was used, and Worldreader staff conducted 

follow-up visits (some scheduled and some unannounced) to 

see how the solar devices were being used and collect additional 

feedback and impact stories. At the end of the 6-week period, 

each school and library submitted a set of endline surveys. 

All of the collected feedback was analyzed by Worldreader to 

determine the product preferred by our partners.

Field Testing at a Glance

Number of schools: 6

Number of libraries: 2

Location: Western Kenya.

Duration: 6 weeks.

Number of e-readers: 50 per 
location.

Devices tested: BBOXX’s BB17 and 
Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000.

Feedback collected: Baseline and 

endline surveys; daily use logs.
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Concurrently, we evaluated each solar device company’s 

existing supply chain and related practices. Specifically, we 

reviewed countries in which they had a subsidiary or importing 

partner and logistical infrastructure, their expansion plans, 

and opportunities for co-branding products. Additionally, 

Worldreader focused on the overlap between the 12 countries 

with Worldreader school and library programs and the countries 

where each company currently had subsidiaries, franchises, or 

other distribution partners or plans to expand. The objective 

was to ensure availability of the selected product to current 

and future partners at a reasonable price and lead time.

Supply
Chain Analysis
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The following subsections present the results obtained during the 4 project phases and their analysis, which were 

used to identify the optimal product to support e-reading programs run by Worldreader’s school and library partners. 

During our project, we also took the opportunity to explore the impact that a solar home system can have when 

used in schools and libraries. We have included our learnings in the Other Learnings & Observations section.

After conducting initial research, Worldreader compiled 

a list of nearly 40 solar companies that could poten-

tially provide the right product [See Appendix 6: List of 

Solar Companies for a full list of these companies and 

their characteristics]. Added to this list were companies 

that Worldreader had connected with or knew of before 

this project that might be helpful. The list focused on 

companies that had distribution networks in sub-Saha-

ran Africa and solar home systems in their product lines; 

however, companies with strong reputations were also 

contacted to see if a custom solution would be possible.  

Based on their current reach, distribution locations, 

product line, financing mechanisms, and warranty, 

Worldreader narrowed the list to 10 companies:

    Barefoot Power

    Betta Lights

    d.light

    Fenix International

    Nokero (included to evaluate the possibility of a 

custom solution)

    Azuri Technologies

    One Degree Solar

    Angaza

    M-KOPA

    Goal Zero/Point Innovate

Results &
Analysis

Industry
Analysis
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Each of these companies received the request for quotation document that explained the project and its goals.    

Worldreader spoke with each of these companies, apart from Angaza and M-KOPA, who replied saying that they focused 

more on pay-as-you-go (PAYG) solutions and directed Worldreader to the company with whom they were partnering 

for solar technology, d.light (already on our list). After speaking with two industry experts, Worldreader learned of two 

additional companies that were added to the outreach list: Fosera and BBOXX. Speaking with these experts provided 

invaluable insight into providing solar products in sub-Saharan Africa, including which products customers preferred and 

their opinions on which products performed best.

Worldreader then conducted short interviews with companies, some performed virtually and others in person in Nairobi, 

Kenya, using the questionnaire developed to learn more about each company. A wealth of information was collected, 

with the key points summarized in Table X. Unfortunately, we were not able to establish contact with Fosera, so they are 

not included below.

Table 1. Overview of Researched Products

Company

Azuri
Technologies

Barefoot
Power

BBOXX

Betta Lights

d.light

Fenix
International

Goal Zero/Point 
Innovate

Nokero

Reach/Impact

More than 20,000

2 million reached

More than 41,000
 products sold

350 ener-G-friend 
products sold, plus

 lighting

28.7 million reached

Information
unavailable

Information
unavailable

More than 1 million
 lights sold

Distribution
 Regions

Sub-Saharan Africa

75 countries, several 
offices in

sub-Saharan Africa

35 countries, focus
 on sub-Saharan

 Africa

South Africa,
 expanding in

 sub-Saharan Africa

40 countries

East Africa

Ghana, DRC, Kenya 
South Africa, Mali

More than 127
countries

Product Types

PAYG solar home
 system

Lanterns, solar
home systems

Solar home systems, 
solar installations

Lanterns/lights,
 expanding into solar 

home systems

Lanterns, small solar
 home systems

Mobile phone 
recharging +
accessories

Systems for homes, 
schools, clinics, etc.

Light bulbs,
phone charging

Warranty

1 year

2 year

1 year

15 months

2 year

18 months

Information
unavailable

1 year
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These findings indicate a wide range of people impacted and distribution networks, though the companies that boast 

large numbers of countries do not publish sales numbers by country. Most companies have at least 1 solar home system 

product; however, the product lines do vary between companies, with some more focused on lanterns and others more 

focused on solar home systems or mobile-phone charging. All the companies have some distribution in sub-Saharan 

Africa and a warranty of at least 1 year. At the surface level, all the companies appeared to be great solar partners for 

Worldreader.

Worldreader was able to narrow down the list by applying additional filters to see if the products met our unique use 

needs. Nokero and One Degree Solar were eliminated because they did not have an existing product that met the 

power requirements. Nokero was interested in evaluating the possibility of a custom solution, even though they are 

focused on individual lights. Because there were off-the-shelf products available that met our needs, we decided not to 

move forward with them. After meeting with One Degree Solar, we determined that their Bright Box product would not 

be powerful enough after all. Though they mentioned the possibility of developing a larger, more powerful product, the 

timeline did not fit with ours and so we removed them from our list.

Several of the companies that we looked into, including Angaza and M-KOPA were focused on PAYG technology. After 

talking with Azuri Technologies, we found that they also were focused on PAYG technology. Although Worldreader would 

like to consider different financing mechanisms in the future, this aspect was outside of the scope of this pilot, which 

aimed to identify a suitable product that would fit well as an optional add-on to Worldreader’s e-reading solution, currently 

distributed through a traditional sales or sponsorship model. Therefore, working with companies with the PAYG model 

was not feasible at this time. Worldreader also looked at the price point of the product each company proposed, which 

eliminated Point Innovate, which has appropriate products meeting our criteria but at a cost above the range targeted 

for this project. 

This reduction left 5 companies from which to order samples: Barefoot Power, BBOXX, Betta Lights, d.light, and Fenix 

International. The tested products included:

    Barefoot Connect Charge

    BBOXX’s BB17

    Betta Lights’ ener-G-friend

    d.light’s D20

    Fenix International’s ReadySet

Though there were 5 products to test in 2 locations, Worldreader ordered only 8 samples in total, 4 for testing in the 

United States and 4 for testing in Kenya. Because we were unsure that Fenix International’s ReadySet and d.light’s D20 

would be powerful enough, we chose to test them in only one location each. Since Fenix International is based in San 

Francisco and we had a connection with d.light’s Nairobi office, we tested Fenix International’s ReadySet only in San 

Francisco and d.light’s D20 only in Kisumu, Kenya.
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Product
Testing

    Barefoot Connect Charge just met our target of charging 5 e-readers per day, leaving no remaining 

energy for mobile phone charging or lighting. However, this product also fully charged e-readers in the 

least amount of time as it is optimized for device recharging and was user-friendly, making Barefoot 

Power a likely potential choice because they were the only company with a charge controller optimized 

for charging devices. Barefoot Power’s large product line allowed us to select the Connect 3000 with 

a custom charge controller (similar to the charge controller of the Connect Charge) as a more suitable 

product for our school and library partners because it had a larger battery and would be able to charge 

more e-readers.

    BBOXX’s BB17 was tied for the highest daily e-reader charging capacity (25+ e-readers/day). Both 

staff members who conducted product testing noted that this product was the most user-friendly of all 

of the products tested, with clear indicators of the charge level of the battery and clear markings to help 

the user plug in the solar panel and e-readers. This device also performed the best and most consis-

tently when charging a large number of e-readers. The only downside of this product was the amount 

of time required to fully charge the battery pack (13 hours).

    Betta Lights’ ener-G-friend was also tied for the highest daily e-reader charging capacity (25+ 

e-readers/day). Although this product also included indicator lights for the charge level of the battery, it 

was not clear how to interpret the lights, and we struggled to understand when the battery pack was 

fully charged. Even though the battery pack recharged the fastest per Amp-hour of any of the solar 

devices, we decided that having a very user-friendly device was a top priority and ultimately eliminated 

this product from consideration.

    d.light’s d20 was not able to charge 5 e-readers per day, and thus, did not meet our requirements. 

d.light’s D20 is the largest product in d.light’s product line so there was no option to use a more powerful 

product.

    Fenix International’s ReadySet hit our target of charging 5 e-readers per day; however, we were 

concerned that we would not have enough additional power for charging phones or lighting. In addition, 

the battery pack could only physically accommodate approximately 4 e-readers at once for charging, 

and the cost per e-reader charged was high compared with some of the larger devices with more 

battery and charging capacity. Thus, although the product was very user friendly and clearly well made, 

we decided that it was not suitable for our intended use. Fenix International only manufactures the 

ReadySet so there was no option to use a more powerful product.

Worldreader evaluated the performance of each of the 5 products using the tests described in the Methodology & Project 

Details section. 

Below, we summarize the main observations and conclusions for the five products with a focus on the factors that helped 

us decide which two products to test more extensively in the field.
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Although many of these results could have been predicted by comparing the battery specifications, we wanted to 

evaluate some devices with smaller battery sizes to see if any could charge more than 5 e-readers in 1 day because they 

had lower price points. We also wanted to account for other potential uses of the solar energy, such as mobile phone 

charging or lighting, both of which would be useful for schools and libraries and the surrounding communities. Thus, 

the products that could charge at least 5 e-readers with abundant energy remaining were considered ideal candidates. 

Based on the product testing results, BBOXX’s BB17 and Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 were selected as the 2 

products to be tested by Worldreader’s school and library partners in Kenya. The Connect 3000 and custom charge 

controller were tested by Barefoot Power (we provided Amazon’s Kindle e-readers) at our office in Kisumu. It did not 

undergo all of the same product tests due to time constraints but we did test to ensure that it would perform well during 

the field test.

After narrowing down the possible products to those that performed the best in our offices, we distributed 4 of BBOXX’s 

BB17 devices and 4 of Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 devices to partner schools and libraries that were willing to test 

the products and provide feedback. The main goal of the field test was to learn which product our partners preferred. 

One school dropped out of the testing, and 1 library failed to submit endline data; however, the remaining 6 schools and 

libraries provided thorough feedback. 

Field
Testing

Figure 2: Solar Panels Being Tested in Kenya
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During the field testing, we also explored whether there were 

any changes in e-reader usage or the perception of the e-reader 

program as well as the main and peripheral impacts of the solar 

device. These findings will be discussed in the Other Learning 

& Observations section, and we plan to use them to help refine 

future research questions. 

Overall, our partners had very positive opinions of both Barefoot 

Power’s Connect 3000 and BBOXX’s BB17. Participants noted 

that the solar chargers were convenient, easy to use, and func-

tioned well. We asked our partners to rate what they thought about 

the solar devices as well as how easy they found the process of 

setting up the solar panels and connecting them to the battery. 

Every participant reported that they liked or strongly liked their 

solar charger, and their opinions remained positive throughout the 

field test. When comparing the opinions related to the setup and 

use of each device, BBOXX’s BB17 edged out Barefoot Power’s 

Connect 3000 by a small margin across the board. 

Participants using BBOXX’s BB17 rated the device slightly higher, 

and their opinions remained consistent, whereas we saw a small 

dip in the ratings for Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 between 

the beginning and end of the field test. Participants also reported 

that BBOXX’s BB17 was easier to set up than Barefoot Power’s 

Connect 3000. 

Figure 3: Solar Units in Kenya. Many partners stored solar kits
indoors for security
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Our partners also kept a daily log of how their solar devices 

were used, which allowed us to track the number of e-readers 

being charged each day and at one time. On average, BBOXX’s 

BB17 charged slightly more devices per day (6.57) than Barefoot 

Power’s Connect 3000 (5.97). We saw a similar trend in the 

number of devices being charged simultaneously, with averages 

of 4.2 and 2.95 for BBOXX’s BB17 and Barefoot Power’s Connect 

3000, respectively. Comparing the maximum number of devices 

charged at once and in a day revealed a more dramatic difference 

between the two products. BBOXX’s BB17 had slots to charge 11 

devices at a time and was used to charge as many as 30 devices 

per day, whereas Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 had slots to 

charge 6 devices at a time and was used to charge as many as 

16 devices per day. 

The averages were likely more similar because each school or 

library had a similar number of e-readers, and assuming similar 

usage levels, the number of e-readers requiring recharging at any 

given time should be similar regardless of the solar device being 

used. However, the maximums provide insight into the best per-

formance possible from each device. Because we wanted the 

schools and libraries to easily support their e-reading programs 

with the chosen solar device, a device that was proven to charge 

the most e-readers during use outside the semi-controlled product 

testing environment was ideal.

Because we saw only small differences in attitude toward each 

device, despite the clear difference in maximum power, we 

decided to delve deeper into some of the qualitative data that 

was collected. We asked participants to describe what they liked 

most and least about their solar device. When looking at what our 

partners liked the most, we found that both devices were about 

equal. Users of both devices reported that their solar device was 

easy to use, could charge e-readers and phones rapidly, and 

helped reduce charging costs. One of the libraries using BBOXX’s 

BB17 reported that the device was very powerful and could last 

for several days after being charged. When we looked at what 

our partners liked least, a couple of users of Barefoot Power’s 

Connect 3000 reported that they wished the device could charge 

more e-readers at a time; 1 user reported that they liked the 

functionality the least and the other user had nothing he disliked. 

One user of BBOXX’s BB17 said, “Nothing. We love everything 

about it;” another had nothing they disliked, and the last said,               

“Everything is excellent.” 
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While these were only minor differences, BBOXX’s BB17 came out slightly ahead in the field testing based on the 

feedback we received from our partners. Because the findings were not completely conclusive, we moved onto supply 

chain discussions with both companies to make a final decision.

Barefoot Power

Barefoot Power is the more established of the two 

companies, as it was founded in 2005. Its product 

line is larger and ranges from solar lanterns to me-

dium-sized solar home systems. When we spoke to 

them, they had subsidiaries in Ghana, Kenya, Rwanda, 

and Uganda and partners in Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, 

South Africa, and Zambia. This level of coverage was a 

big plus because Worldreader works with schools and 

libraries in all of these countries. In addition, the product 

and shipping costs were lower, primarily because of 

Barefoot Power’s larger distribution network, meaning 

less international shipping would have to be factored 

in as many of our school and library partners would be 

able to procure the Connect 3000 locally. 

Supply
Chain

While the opinions of our partners were the most important factor in selecting a solar product, we also wanted to ensure 

that we would be able to make the selected product available to our entire network of partners, who are spread out 

over a wide range of countries. Because companies tend to build their distribution networks regionally and we knew 

that it would be impossible to find a company that could immediately serve every country we expect to be in the future, 

examining what each company’s supply chain would look like was another important part of selecting the most appro-

priate product. We spoke with both Barefoot Power and BBOXX about their existing and planned subsidiaries, countries 

where they had partners who could assist with importing, product and shipping costs, and opportunities for co-branding. 

Figure 4: Barefoot Existing Distribution
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However, we would have to adhere to a small minimum order and potentially invest in holding stock of the custom charge 

controller required for the system as Barefoot was going to slightly customize their units for us. We also would have to 

allow for a lead-time of up to 2.5 months to account for this customization. Because we anticipated only a small number 

of orders in 2015, we were hesitant to invest in stock until we better understood what our volume would look like, and 

we did not want to slow the turnaround time for our partners by agreeing to a long lead time. 

Moreover, Worldreader was also looking for a unit that could easily be co-branded – with either Worldreader’s logo or 

the logo for a partner. Not only do we believe that this co-branding helps demonstrate that these are tested and trusted 

devices, we believe it also helps make the device feel more officially like school or library property. Because of the way 

that the branding on the Connect 3000 was built into the plastic casing, co-branding would be an expensive invest-

ment and would not be possible until orders were in the thousands. Although stickers would have been an option for 

co-branding, this was less than an ideal solution since stickers tend to wear off quickly in solar kits.

BBOXX

BBOXX is a younger company, founded in 2010. They 

have focused on solar home systems, accessories, 

and their SMART Solar system, which provides remote 

monitoring and battery management to extend the life 

of the battery and provide an enhanced experience 

for the customer. When we spoke to them, they had 

full subsidiaries in Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, 

and were working toward forming partnerships in 

Liberia, Malawi, and South Africa, among others. The 

smaller distribution network was a minus; however, 

BBOXX’s network appears to be expanding rapidly. 

Considering the slow ramp-up of orders we expected 

in the near term, this smaller network did not rule out 

BBOXX, especially since they have operations in our 

largest market of Kenya.

We were also careful to consider cost. Since our 

partners are price-sensitive, we wanted to select a 

product that would be affordable for a school or library. 

Figure 5: BBOXX Existing Distribution 
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Best Value Analysis

In considering the cost, we wanted to look not just at the lowest cost, but at the overall 

value proposition. Because we found BBOXX’s BB17 to be more powerful than Barefoot 

Power’s Connect 3000, the value for money of BBOXX’s BB17 was actually greater.    

Additionally, BBOXX’s shipping costs also decrease dramatically at even small scale 

(such as 20 units), which will also help us to manage costs in the long run. And because 

we did not have to customize BBOXX’s product, we would not have a minimum order 

requirement. Co-branding could also be easily done at a minimum cost because the 

BBOXX branding is simply printed onto the device. Avoiding a minimum quantity would 

allow us greater flexibility in orders as we could place an order at any time with minimal 

lead-time, typically 1 to 2 weeks, and we would not need to invest in any stock. This 

arrangement was a better match for Worldreader’s current model of operations. In 

analyzing all of these factors, we also determined that we would be able to consistently 

offer BBOXX’s product to our partners for $500, which was within our target price range.
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After considering all of the findings related to each product and the supply chain discussions 

that we had with each company, Worldreader ultimately selected the product that represented 

the best fit for the use case of schools and libraries running e-reading programs. Our selection 

had to enable our partners to fully support an e-reader program without a connection to 

the electricity grid. Ideally, the product would provide more than enough energy to charge 

e-readers and mobile phones as well as provide lighting.

Although both BBOXX’s BB17 and Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 met these require-

ments, we selected BBOXX’s BB17 as the product that we would offer to our partners. We 

selected this product because it charged the most devices at a time and per day; had the best 

ratings during field testing; our staff and partners found it to be the most user-friendly, and 

the supply chain was flexible enough to meet our needs as a growing start-up organization.                     

Additionally, we learned from our school and library partners that the portability of the solar 

panels (meaning they are not fixed) was another key value-add since it allowed partners to 

lock up the panels for security. Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 performed well; however, the 

fact that customization would be required to provide our partners with an appropriate solar 

solution was more complicated than being able to purchase an off-the-shelf product from 

BBOXX. 

BBOXX’s BB17 was the best fit for our partners and for our organizational structure.

Though the main purpose of this project was to select a solar product, we also explored the main and peripheral impacts 

of the use of these solar devices in schools. In general, we found that all of the solar devices positively impacted our 

partners as they were used daily to charge e-readers and phones as well as for lighting. Although our partners preferred 

BBOXX’s BB17, both BBOXX’s BB17 and Barefoot Power’s Connect 3000 positively impacted the school or library using 

them. In this section, we outline some of the additional benefits that our partners enjoyed as a result of adding a solar kit 

to their schools or libraries. 

Other Learnings
& Observations

Final
Selection
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E-Reader
Usage Increased

Overall, we found that teachers, students, librarians, and library patrons used the e-readers more often once the schools 

and libraries began using the solar chargers. More teachers reported using e-readers in the classroom nearly every 

day, and both teachers and students reported that they brought their e-readers home more often. We also received 

feedback that “[the] number of e-reader users has increased because all the patrons attending the library have access to 

e-readers.” A teacher at one of the schools involved in the field test reported that e-reader demand increased because 

solar power enabled and enhanced the reading culture. This increase in demand and use means greater opportunity for 

reading more books than before.

A couple of factors contributed to the increase in e-reader use. First, charging became significantly easier for each of 

the participating schools and libraries. As mentioned in a previous section, Worldreader believes that the overall cost of 

charging e-readers will decrease for these communities as a result of using renewable energy. In addition to the antici-

pated cost savings, charging was also a faster process as the e-readers could be charged onsite and no longer needed 

to be brought to a nearby market or teacher’s home, increasing the available usage time. 
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With charging being easier and less expensive, more e-readers were available for use at any given time. One school 

reported that administrators arrived early to pass out e-readers for reading before school started. Another school 

reported that all the e-readers were consistently charged, thus allowing students to read any time. Students were happy 

that e-readers were always available for use. One library reported that patrons no longer arrived at the library only to find 

that the e-readers were not charged.

Now that e-readers were charged and available, schools and libraries worked to extend the number of hours available for 

students and patrons to use them. Teachers and librarians would arrive early to school and stay late into the evening after 

school, using the LED lights to provide additional hours of reading, which further increased the usage of the e-readers. 

This significant increase in usage gave head teachers, local community leaders, and village chiefs (important advocates 

for continuing an e-reader program) high hopes for improvements in academic performance, both in terms of higher test 

scores and positive outcomes in reading. One head teacher expected that scores on the primary exit exam (Kenya Cer-

tificate of Primary Education, or KCPE) would increase because students were able to benefit from the LED lights, which 

enabled them to study in the mornings (as most schools have poor indoor lighting, even during the day) and evenings. A 

village chief also believed that the solar project would have a greater positive impact on reading and KCPE performance. 

We look forward to following up with the participating schools and libraries to learn more about academic improvements 

that head teachers and community members predicted. 

Solar Power for 
Other Uses
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During the field test, usage of the solar devices was consistently high. Every school and library charged e-readers and 

mobile phones with their solar device, and all made use of the LED lighting that was included in the solar kit. We also 

found that 4 out of 6 partners used the solar charger for charging devices on a daily basis, and 5 out of 6 plugged the 

solar panel into the battery on a daily basis. Most partners charged mobile phones daily, and half even extended mobile 

phone charging benefits to parents and community members. All the partners expressed their gratitude for being able to 

charge their mobile phones, something that was previously a challenge. Teachers with charged phones were better able 

to communicate with one another. 
   1

7%

83%

   1
7%

83%

Use of Solar Kits

Plugged Solar Panels into Battery

Used on a Daily Basis

Did not used on a Daily Basis

Used on a Daily Basis

Did not used on a Daily Basis

Figure 6: Aggregate Results from All Partners

Figure 7: Aggregate Results from All Partners
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The LED lights were also popular: 4 out of 6 partners used the LED lights 

every day, and none of the participants used the lights less than once 

per week. Communities and parents were happy to see the LED lights in     

classrooms because it meant that children could read and study in the 

mornings and evenings. There were even times when students were so 

eager to stay late to study for exams that teachers had to force them to 

leave their books and go home to rest.
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Before the field test, the participating schools and libraries struggled to 

ensure that their e-readers were charged and available for use. Because 

electricity was either unreliable or unavailable, they relied on raising money 

from parents to charge e-readers at nearby markets or in teachers’ homes 

or to use a generator. One school reported that charging e-readers was a 

challenge because parents were not willing to contribute the KSh 20 (about 

20 cents) required to pay for charging. Only 5 out of 45 students in a class 

were able to raise these funds. Another school was spending KSh 1000 

(about $10) on petrol to run a generator they borrowed from a church to 

charge e-readers, which was quite a large sum for the school to fundraise. 

A third school relied on the community to contribute funds for charging.

When the schools received the solar devices, the parents and communi-

ties were relieved of these charging costs and schools were relieved of the 

pressure to fundraise. The solar devices even allowed one school to save 

the KSh 1000 (about $10) they had been spending on kerosene to provide 

lighting for students to study in the mornings and evenings.

We also compared the costs of using solar kits designed for home use 

against the costs for solar lanterns in school settings as part of our market 

research. From our research, we found that, in general, a single solar device 

for a school is significantly less expensive per person reached than providing 

one lantern per student. If an average primary school has 300–500 pupils, 

then the costs of providing solar power averages $1.00–$1.66 per student 

reached (and less for libraries as they serve more individuals). The individual 

solar charging solution (in the form of a solar charging case) we had tested 

previously for Worldreader had cost at least $13.33 per student, assuming 

that each e-reader is shared among 3 students. With these comparisons in 

mind, we believe that the solar kits that we tested are more cost effective 

than these other two solar energy options. 

Although in the future, additional schools would have to contribute toward 

buying a solar unit, we believe that the cost of the solar unit will be less than 

these alternative fuel methods, especially when you factor in the human 

cost of having to find an energy solution on an ongoing weekly basis. 

Worldreader plans to further study these cost savings in additional solar 

testing (described below in the Additional Research section).

Savings Using
Solar Power
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On a final note, Worldreader observed that security was a key consideration 

in this pilot. Although the solar panels included with each kit were intended 

for roof installation on a permanent basis, none of the schools and libraries 

we worked with installed the panels. Instead, they leaned them against a 

rock or chair outside to charge the solar device batteries and used the solar 

panels as portable panels. Upon further investigation, we learned that for 

security reasons, the staff preferred to store the batteries and panels inside 

in locked cabinets when they were not being used. Security concerns did 

not limit the usage of the devices; however, these observations will contrib-

ute to the support and recommendations that we provide to all partners 

using solar devices to support e-reading programs in the future. 

We believe that creating an appropriate security policy and plan will play 

an important role in maximizing the use of the solar devices; this is con-

sistent with what we’ve seen in our other work as well. For example, early 

on, we incorporated guidelines and recommendations for security policies 

for the e-reader devices, and this has led to a negligible theft rate across 

Worldreader’s programs. For example, in our recent work in libraries in 

Kenya, we found that the combined e-reader theft and loss rate was less 

than 3%.

Security Policies for Solar
Devices Were Essential
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Challenges & Opportunities
for Further Research 

During the solar project, we faced many challenges and were able to learn several key lessons about the use of solar 

home systems in schools, particularly during the field test. 

One challenge we faced was distribution. We were not able to find a company that covered every country we currently 

work in; thus, we had to make a compromise and select the company with the most flexible supply chain. This flexibility 

will pay off in the long run as it will enable us to reach more countries faster.

We also faced a couple of limitations concerning our research project. Primarily, our field test ran only 6–8 weeks. A 

longer test would have enabled us to collect more data, yielding additional findings that we may not have uncovered in 

this pilot study. Because we only collected baseline and endline data, we were unable to draw conclusions on certain key 

data points that were reported. For example, we saw that the number of students and patrons using e-readers increased 

significantly at some schools and libraries but decreased significantly at others. One hypothesis is that the endline data 

was collected during exam time at the end of the term. Thus, the school schedule may have affected the number of 

students using e-readers. We hope to explore this finding at a more detailed level to better understand usage patterns.

In addition, the field test only occurred in Kenya. Although we have seen solar devices work well in this particular region, 

we will need to continue to perform field trials and collect feedback from partners in other locations to understand which 

countries and/or regions are most conducive to benefitting from solar power. We hope to continue our research and to 

implement a strong feedback system for partners using BBOXX’s BB17.
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Additional
Research 

Based on these findings and the strong endorsement of our partners in 

Kenya, Worldreader launched our “solar kits” in January 2015, and we will 

have distributed it to more than 70 schools and libraries across sub-Saha-

ran Africa by the end of  2015. 

Our research agenda doesn’t end here. Based on feedback–both qualita-

tive and quantitative–that we received from our field tests, we would like to 

explore the following research questions:

To help answer these questions and to continue to evaluate the user-friend-

liness of BBOXX’s BB17, Worldreader designed a new research study in 

Ghana with three different partners across different geographic and mete-

orological terrains. This study was officially launched in June 2015 and will 

span 9 months, including through the summer term, and explore various 

revenue-generating models. 

On an on-going basis, Worldreader will also continue to explore solar 

options available in the market using the criteria mentioned in this report 

and will update our recommended solar solution (or solutions) as the market 

continues to evolve, particularly in terms of solar solutions designed specif-

ically for school and library use.

    Does having a solar solution in schools increase the time students are 

able to spend using e-readers?

    What additional guidance and support does Worldreader need to 

provide to help communities maintain the solar devices over time and 

across different seasons?

    Is it possible to use the solar solutions as a revenue-generating stream 

for schools? If so, how?

    Is it possible to use the solar solutions as a parent/guardian engage-

ment tool? If so, how? And what will the impact be?

    What are the cost savings to communities after installing                   

(and maintaining) a solar solution?
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By testing efficiency, capacity, user-friendliness, and cost, Worldreader was able to identify a tested, 

vetted and trusted partner to provide a viable solar solution to our partnering schools and libraries. 

Through product and field testing, we found that the BBOXX’s BB17:

    Charged the appropriate number of e-readers for the majority of our partners in the most reliable way; 

    Became the favored product by our partners in terms of user-friendliness and reliability;

    Had a stable supply chain across our key markets; 

    Fit best with Worldreader’s overall goals, at a cost a majority of our partners could afford. 

As a result of this pilot project, we officially launched our partnership with BBOXX in January 2015, and 

have been recommending BBOXX’s BB17 to our partners across Africa. Additionally, based on feedback 

from our partners, we are including LED lights and mobile phone charging adapters in our solar kits so 

that schools and libraries are able to take full advantage of all the benefits that a solar solution has to offer.

By the end of 2015, more than 70 partners will be using BBOXX’s BB17 in their schools and libraries to 

power their e-reading programs, encouraging even more people read more books. 

Our pilot also uncovered other learnings indicating the strong positive impact solar kits can have in the 

school or library environment. The kits, for instance, allowed schools and libraries to keep e-readers 

charged on the school grounds–in many cases, eliminating the hassle of transporting the e-readers back 

and forth from the school to teachers’ homes. Likewise, the kits helped to eliminate the use of generators 

or other less environmentally sustainable energy sources. 

Moreover, these solar kits helped increase reading time in 2 ways. First, more of the e-readers were 

charged when teachers and students needed them. Secondly, schools and libraries were able to attach 

LED lights to the solar charger, allowing students to study for longer hours. 

From a financial perspective, we found that schools using the solar kits spent less money on their e-reader 

charging programs, which we hope will, in turn, provide them with additional resources to purchase more 

books or other educational tools students need. 

Finally, we saw communities using the solar kits for keeping lights and mobile phones charged, in addition 

to helping to keep e-readers charged. We believe that this has the potential to be a powerful community 

engagement tool that helps strengthen the role of the school and library as a community-wide resource 

and center. 

Conclusions
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Going forward, we are planning to expand the solar revolution already underway. We are slowly increasing 

the distribution network for solar energy by adding our partners into this network, and helping interested 

partners acquire solar devices. As our network of partners continues to grow, solar devices will reach 

more communities in the countries where we work. We hope that there are spillover effects, and that 

neighboring schools or communities might become interested in solar power after seeing the positive 

impact at our partner schools and libraries.

On a closing note, because we will be distributing devices that we have tested within our network of 

partners, the chances of mistrust in the solar devices is low. Worldreader’s model includes building a 

strong, multi-year relationship with each school and library that joins our network of partners, and they 

trust us to deliver high-quality products and support. If any problem arises with the e-readers or solar kits, 

they know that they can count on Worldreader to help resolve it.

Based on the positive results we have witnessed, we plan to continue our research to answer new 

questions that have arisen during this project, as discussed above. We also hope to see more research 

studies being conducted on the usage of solar power in schools to provide insight into how solar devices 

are used in different countries and environments. We believe that the addition of solar to digital technology 

is a critical link in helping to spark and sustain a global e-reading revolution.

For more information about our solar kit, please contact us at solar@worldreader.org

Conclusions
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POWER
YOUR

E-READERS
WITH

SOLAR

Are You Off
The Grid?

Worldreader now offers a solar solution that enables schools and libraries
without access to electricity to power e-readers. In partnership with BBOXX,
a leading solar provider for the developing world, we’re bringing you the BB17
product.

The Solar Solution Includes

Solar Panels USB Hub

Ideal for evening 
studying

So mobile phones 
stay charged

50 W + 17 AH 
battery

Charges up to 10 
e-readers at a time

LED Lighting Adapters

charges

200
e-readers

$500

The solar solution is available for immediate purchase.Value

For more information on how to purchase Worldreader’s solar solution,
contact iprograms@worldreader.org.

Order Yours
Today!

4
equivalent to

BLUE Boxes

costs

includes shipping
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Appendix 1

Who is Worldreader?

Worldreader BLUE Box

Worldreader is on a mission to bring digital books to every child and her family, so that they can improve their lives. To 

date, we have reached 5.6 million readers around the world.

Using e-readers, mobile phones and other digital technology, we reach readers in 69 countries, providing them with 

over 28,500 book titles in 43 languages from Kiswahili to Hausa. We currently work with over 140 publishers to acquire 

and digitize the most compelling and relevant content for our readers; 70% of our library comes from African and Indian 

publishers.

The increasing ubiquity and diminishing costs of digital technology enable us to work in an efficient and economical way. 

Through our efforts and our partnerships with device manufacturers, mobile operators, teachers, governments, and the 

communities where we work, Worldreader is working towards a world in which every child and her family have the books 

they need to improve their lives, the practice of reading is commonplace, and where illiteracy is a thing of the past.

Over the last five years, we have directly implemented e-reader projects in Ghana and Kenya, documenting best 

practices along the way. These best practices have become the Worldreader BLUE Box, which we work with partners 

to implement so that we can reach many more children and families than we could alone.

The Worldreader BLUE Box is everything you need to build a culture of reading in your community. It includes tech-

nology (e-readers, tech and program design support), books (choose from our large library of local textbooks and 

storybooks) and our experience (teacher training materials, community engagement tools, professional development 

opportunities)–-everything you need for a successful project. We have already impacted 104,289 children and families 

in 12 countries.
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Renewable Energy for Education

Our Goal

Use Cases

Timeline

Many of the schools with an active Worldreader program have unreliable power sources, meaning that teachers cannot 

always charge their e-readers when necessary. In addition, there is a large, untapped potential for Worldreader programs 

to significantly impact the lives of children in schools that are not connected to the electric grid. Worldreader is seeking 

partners who can help us deliver an appropriate, affordable, renewable energy solution to schools that are off-the-grid or 

dependent on unreliable power sources.

To provide consistently charged e-readers in our programs so that children can read books whenever they desire.

During the pilot test, we will work with schools and libraries in three different types of environments:

We’re striving to implement a pilot project in Kenya in July 2014 encompassing at least three of the schools that we work 

with. Our pilot schools and libraries already have successful, working Worldreader programs but face challenges related 

to electricity. Prior to implementation, we will select the product(s) best suited to our pilot and develop a framework for 

measuring their success.

    An urban school/library with an unreliable power source. This school has a connection to the 

electric grid but the power is often off due to power cuts and poor infrastructure. This school serves 

students in informal settlements.

    A peri-urban school/library with unreliable power. This school is in or near a small town, has a 

connection to the electric grid and serves students who live near a town center. The grid connection is 

unreliable due to poor infrastructure.

    A rural school/library with no connection to the electric grid. This school is far from the nearest town 

and serves students from rural communities engaging in subsistence farming. This school may or may 

not have an existing solar power system that is used for lighting and other small power needs.
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Product Specifications

We’re seeking partners that can provide us with the technology, distribution channel and/or end-user financing required 

to make the chosen solution a success.

N.B. “Partner” refers to the company or NGO that manufactures and/or distributes the renewable energy solution and 

“end-user” refers to the school or library with a Worldreader program.

Must-Haves:

    Product/solution can charge at least 50 e-readers two times per month

           E-readers can be charged via USB or from a wall socket. We use the Kindle Paperwhite, which has a Lithium 

polymer battery (3.7 V, 1420 mAh, 5.25 Wh) and is compatible with a wall to USB adapter with a 5 V, 0.85 A output.

           Our preference is for a product with USB outputs or an easy way to connect to a wall socket or power strip so 

that setup is simple.

           We are flexible about the number of e-readers that must be charged at a given time, so long as 50 can be 

charged twice per month.

    Partner has a proven track record (product has been tested and sold in East Africa, customer feedback has been 

gathered)

    Partner warranty and/or service representatives in major cities in East Africa

    Solution is easy to expand as number of e-readers at one site increases. We are also planning to use tablets in the 

future, so a product or system that can expand easily to provide more power for charging will become increasingly 

important.

Nice-to-Haves:

    More than 5,000 people already impacted by partner

    Mechanisms in place to accept and incorporate end-user feedback

    End-user financing mechanisms available to increase affordability

    Can support revenue stream(s) for end-user

    Distribution network serves one or more of Worldreader’s priority countries (Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania, Nigeria)

    Solution can be branded with Worldreader logo

    Partner shares our passion for creating change in education

We hope that you will join us in the march to eradicate illiteracy. Please contact us at iprograms@worldreader.org for 

more information on how we can work together.
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Appendix 2

Questionnaire for Potential Solar Partners

1.  Describe the company’s background and experience (how it was founded, when, progress so far).

2.  Why do you want to work with Worldreader/how do you see this partnership with Worldreader?

3.  What products are currently available? Where are they being used? What volume of sales?

        a.  If sales volume is low, why?

4.  What are their power capabilities?

5.  How was product testing done? Where?

6.  What kind of warranty is included?

7.  What does the distribution network look like? Are service representatives available in major cities? What about 

smaller towns?

8.  What is the price point? Would we be able to access any special pricing?

9.  Are end-user financing mechanisms available?

10.  Is customization available? If so, what is the lead time?

11.  Can we get some samples for testing? Ideally two sets, one for HQ and one Kenya. Can we pick them up in 

Kenya?
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Appendix 3.1

Solar Devices Test Processes

The Devices

The Tools

Performing the Tests and Recording the Results

The four solar devices tested for performance in the office settings are:

           d.light D20

           Barefoot Connect Charge

           Betta Lights Ener-g-friend 

           BBOXX BB17

Measurement tools used in the office test:

           Indoor/outdoor thermometer: the sensor is mounted outdoor but not in the direct sunlight. The outdoor tem-

perature is used when including the temperature measurement.

           Dr. Meter Solar Power test meter: this is for measuring the sun strength. Point the device at the sun and press 

the red power button. If you see 0L on the screen, press the R button to increase the scale.

           Pitch measurement tool: this is used for measuring the angle of the solar panels. Set the panels at a 30 degree 

angle to the sun in all tests.

           USB sensor to measure Volts and Amps: this tool measures the amount of power coming out of the USB ports 

on each of the solar devices as the e-readers are being recharged. Plug into the USB port and then plug the e-reader’s 

charging cable into the other side - the e-reader must be plugged in to measure the Amps. The tool has labels – A for 

measuring Amps and V for measuring Volts.

There are 3 different tests on each device:

           How many hours of sunlight does it take to charge the internal battery in the solar device?

           Once the solar device’s battery is completely full, how many e-readers can that battery charge? How long does 

it take?

           Can recharging of e-readers take place while the solar device’s battery is also charging?
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For the d.light and the Barefoot Connect, charge 5 e-readers at a time. For the Ener-g-friend and the BBOXX, charge 

10 e-readers at a time. On the BBOXX, use the USB hub for 8 devices and then plug one device into each of the two 

USB ports on the device.

Protocols for the 3 different tests:

    Test #1

           Set up the solar panels at a 30 degree angle to the sun then plug each panel into the corresponding battery. 

           Record the time, temperature and sun strength at the start of the test. 

           Each hour, record the time, temperature and sun strength until the battery is fully charged. 

           Note the total time to charge each device. Test all devices at the same time to ensure similar conditions.

    Test #2 

           Using the Kindle Paperwhite devices, plug in either 5 or 10 devices. Make sure the devices are completely 

discharged before starting. 

           Each hour, record the time and approximate percentage charged for each device. Plug in the USB Amps/Volts 

measurement tool each hour to check the amount of Volts and Amps being provided by the device. 

           Remove devices as soon as they are charged and plug new ones in their place. 

           Number the cables to track progress in the correct column in the data collection tables. 

           Make sure to indicate that the solar panel is NOT ACTIVE for this test.

    Test #3

           Set up the solar panels at a 30 degree angle to the sun then plug each panel into the corresponding battery. 

           Charge the solar device battery for 2 hours. 

           Then plug in either 5 or 10 devices into each solar device (keeping the solar panel active and plugged into the 

device as well). Make sure the devices are completely discharged before starting.

           Each hour, record the time and approximate percentage charged for each device. Record the temperature and 

sun strength, as well as the Amps and Volts. Follow the instructions from test #2 about removing the e-readers once 

they are charged and plugging in new ones. 

           Make sure to indicate that the solar panel is ACTIVE for this test.
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Appendix 3.2

Solar Data Collection Template

Device Name

BBOXX BB17

d.light D20

Ener-g-friend

Barefoot Charge

Time Temperature Sun Strength
Percent Charged

(Approximate)
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Appendix 4

Memorandum of Understanding
Between

NAME OF SCHOOL/LIBRARY and Worldreader

1.0 INTRODUCTION

2.0 Responsibilities

2.1 Obligations of Schools or Libraries

This agreement is made this # day of MONTH, YEAR between Worldreader and NAME OF SCHOOL/LIBRARY for the 

purpose of jointly collaborating in the implementation and monitoring of the Worldreader Renewable Energy for Education 

project. The project aims to assess the feasibility of using solar energy as a power source for charging e-readers. It also 

aims to finalize which type of solar device is most appropriate and observe what other uses a solar power system might 

serve in schools. 

To achieve these objectives, it will require commitment and joint collaboration between the NAME OF SCHOOL/LIBRARY 

and Worldreader.  The following are the obligations that will be expected:

Responsibilities or Schools or Libraries include, but are not limited to, the list below. Please see the Renewable 

Energy for Education project overview document for more information.

A) Appoint a Project Manager with the following responsibilities:

       Install solar panel and set up solar device

       Assist with the community outreach efforts

       Utilize and maintain the solar device

       Update a daily log

       Report technical issues with the solar device

       Provide regular feedback, and data on solar device usage

B) Community Outreach on project and solar energy for e-readers

C) Monitoring & Evaluation and Data Collection – Each school or library is required to conduct data collection and 

reporting as specified by Worldreader. 
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2.2 Obligations of Worldreader

As a partner in the Renewable Energy for Education project, Worldreader bears the following obligations: 

A) Deliver solar devices to each school or library.

B) Support installation and use of solar device – Worldreader will assist with community outreach efforts and will 

provide support on an as-needed basis to Project Managers on how to use and maintain the solar device as well 

as any needed technical support.

C) Monitoring & Evaluation – Worldreader will conduct ongoing monitoring and data analysis throughout the project 

to assess progress. 

3.0 Both Parties Agree That:

4.0 Effective Date and Signature

This solar device will belong to Worldreader for the duration of the project. If the Project Manager completes all required 

reporting accurately, Worldreader will consider the possibility of transferring ownership of the solar device to the school 

or library at the end of the project. Accurate reporting is essential to the success of the pilot. If there is any suspicion that 

false information was supplied in logs or via other data or feedback collection mechanisms, Worldreader will remove the 

solar device from the School or Library at the end of the pilot period.

This MOU shall be effective upon the signature of authorized officials and Worldreader.  All parties indicate agreement 

with this MOU by their signatures.

FOR AND ON BEHALF OF NAME OF SCHOOL/LIBRARY

FOR AND ON BEHALF OF WORLDREADER

Enter Name Here

Enter Title Here

Tina Tam

Director of Program Operations

Date

Date
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Appendix 5.1

Renewable Energy for Education

DAILY LOG WORKSHEET

1. Date: ________

2. Time: ________

3. What is the weather like today?

    A. Full sun   

    B. 50% clouds

    C. 100% clouds 

    D. Rainy 

4. What percentage of the BB17’s battery is charged?

    A. 0%   

    B. 20% 

    C. 40%

    D. 60%

    E. 80%

    F. 100%

5. How many e-readers are connected to the BB17 right now? _____________

6. Are there any other devices connected to the BB17? _____________

    A. Yes

    B. No

7. If yes, what are they?

    A. Mobile phones

    B. Lights

    C. Other: _________

8. Did you charge anything last night?

    A. Yes

    B. No

9. If yes, how many e-readers? __________

10. If yes, how many other devices? __________

11. How many total e-readers were charged today? _________

12. How many students used e-readers today? _________
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Appendix 5.2

Renewable Energy for Education

BASELINE SURVEY FOR SCHOOLS

School Name:  _______________________________

Name of person completing report:  ______________________  

Date of report submission:  ______

I. READERSHIP & ACTIVITIES

 1. When was the last time you used the e-reader? 

     Tick only one option, choosing the most recent:

  Today

  Yesterday

  Within the past week

  Within the past two weeks

  Within the last month

              Other (please describe):  ______________________________  

 2. How easy or difficult do you find the e-reader to use? (tick only one)

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor hard  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 3. Generally, what are your feelings towards using the e-reader? (tick only one)

              Strongly dislike        

              Dislike 

              Neither like nor dislike      

              Like      

              Strongly Like

 4. Number of students who used the e-readers in the past week*:  ______

     *Count each student only once
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 5. Number female:  ____

 6. Number in each age group:

     Primary 1-2:  _____     Primary 3-4:  _____     Primary 5-6:  _____     Primary 7-8:  _____

 7. Number of teachers who used e-readers in class last week:  ______ 

 8. Number of teachers who used e-readers outside of class last week:  _______

 9. Number of students who used e-readers in class last week:  _______

 10. Number of students who used e-readers outside of class last week:  _____

 11. Who uses the e-readers most?

              Students   

              Teachers 

              Other: _______________  

 12. When are e-readers used? ____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 13. Where are e-readers used? ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 14. Do students take the e-readers home?   

              Yes

              No

 15. If Yes, how often do students take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

 16. Do teachers take the e-readers home?

              Yes

              No
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 17. If Yes, how often do teachers take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

II. CHARGING

 1. How do you find the process for charging?

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor difficult  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 2. How do you normally charge the e-readers?

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 3. Do students charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

 4. If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never

 5. Do teachers charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

              If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never
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III. INSTALLATION OF THE SOLAR DEVICE

 1. How did you find the process of setting up the solar panel? 

              Very difficult

              Difficult

              Neither easy nor difficult

              Easy

              Very easy

 2. How did you find the process of connecting the solar panel to the battery?

              Very difficult

              Difficult

              Neither easy nor difficult

              Easy

              Very easy

 3. What was the best part of the installation process? _________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 4. What was the biggest challenge you faced during installation? _______________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 5. What do you think about the solar device so far?

              I strongly dislike it

              I dislike it

              I am neutral

              I like it

              I strongly like it
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Appendix 5.3

Renewable Energy for Education

BASELINE SURVEY FOR LIBRARIES

Library Name:  _______________________________

Name of person completing report:  ______________________  

Date of report submission:  ______

I. READERSHIP & ACTIVITIES

 1. When was the last time you used the e-reader? 

 Tick only one option, choosing the most recent:

              Today

              Yesterday

              Within the past week

              Within the past two weeks

              Within the last month

              Other (please describe):  ______________________________  

 2. How easy or difficult do you find the e-reader to use? (tick only one)

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor hard  

              Easy  

              Very easy

              Generally, what are your feelings towards using the e-reader? (tick only one)

              Strongly dislike        

              Dislike 

              Neither like nor dislike      

              Like      

              Strongly Like 

 4. Number of patrons who used the e-readers in the past week*:  ______

                *Count each student only once
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 5. Number female:  ____

 6. Number in each age group:

  0 – 12:  ___ 19—24:  ____ 35—44:  ___  55 and above:  ___

  13—18:  ___ 25 – 34:  ____ 45—54:  ___

 7. When are e-readers used? _____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 8. Where are e-readers used? _____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 9. Do patrons take the e-readers home?   

              Yes

              No

 10. If Yes, how often do patrons take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

II. CHARGING

 1. Before receiving the solar device, how did you find the process for charging?

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor difficult  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 2. Before receiving the solar device, how did you normally charge the e-readers?

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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 3. Do patrons charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

 4. If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never

III.  INSTALLATION OF THE SOLAR DEVICE

 1. How did you find the process of setting up the solar panel? 

              Very difficult

              Difficult

              Neither easy nor difficult

              Easy

              Very easy

 2. How did you find the process of connecting the solar panel to the battery?

              Very difficult

              Difficult

              Neither easy nor difficult

              Easy

              Very easy

 3. What was the best part of the installation process? ________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 4. What was the biggest challenge you faced during installation? ______________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 5. What do you think about the solar device so far?

              I strongly dislike it

              I dislike it

              I am neutral

              I like it

              I think it is wonderful
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Appendix 5.4

Renewable Energy for Education

ENDLINE SURVEY FOR SCHOOLS

School Name:  _______________________________

Name of person completing report:  ______________________  

Date of report submission:  ______

I. READERSHIP & ACTIVITIES

 1. When was the last time you used the e-reader? 

     Tick only one option, choosing the most recent:

              Today

              Yesterday

              Within the past week

              Within the past two weeks

              Within the last month

              Other (please describe):  ______________________________  

 2. How easy or difficult do you find the e-reader to use? (tick only one)

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor hard  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 3. Generally, what are your feelings towards using the e-reader? (tick only one)

              Strongly dislike        

              Dislike 

              Neither like nor dislike      

              Like      

              Strongly Like

 4. Number of students who used the e-readers in the past week*:  ______

      *Count each student only once
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 5. Number female:  ____

 6. Number in each age group:

  Primary 1-2:  _____ Primary 3-4:  _____ Primary 5-6:  _____ Primary 7-8:  _____

 7. Number of teachers who used e-readers in class last week:  ______ 

 8. Number of teachers who used e-readers outside of class last week:  _______

 9. Number of students who used e-readers in class last week:  _______

 10. Number of students who used e-readers outside of class last week:  _____

 11. Who uses the e-readers most?

              Students   

              Teachers 

              Other: _______________  

 12. When are e-readers used? ___________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 13. Where are e-readers used? ___________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 14. Do students take the e-readers home?   

              Yes

              No

 15. If Yes, how often do students take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

 16. Do teachers take the e-readers home?

              Yes

              No
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 17. If Yes, how often do teachers take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

II.  CHARGING

 1. How do you find the process for charging?

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor difficult  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 2. How do you normally charge the e-readers?

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 3. Do students charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

 4. If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never

 5. Do teachers charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

 6. If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never
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III.  USE OF THE SOLAR DEVICE

 1. How often do you use the solar charger for charging? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily

 2. What do you charge with the solar charger? (check all that apply)

              E-readers

              Mobile phones

              Other (please list): _________________________________________

 3. If you charge phones with the solar charger, whose phones do you charge?

              Teachers or administrators

              Parents

              Community members

              Other (please list): __________________________________________

 4. How often do you plug in the solar panel? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily 

 5. Do you use the lights? 

              Yes

              No

 6. If yes, how often do you use the lights? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily

 7. Has the solar charger ever run out of battery while you were charging devices? 

              Yes

              No

 8. If yes, how frequently does this occur? 

              Once per month

              Twice per month

              Once per week
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              2-3 times per week

              Daily

 9. Did you have any technical challenges with the solar charger?

              Yes

              No

 10. If yes, please explain your challenge. ___________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 11. What do you think about the solar charger?

              I strongly dislike it

              I dislike it

              I am neutral

              I like it

              I strongly like it

 12. What do you like most about the solar charger? _________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 13. What do you like least about the solar charger? ¬_________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 5.5

Renewable Energy for Education

ENDLINE SURVEY FOR LIBRARIES

Library Name:  _______________________________

Name of person completing report:  ______________________  

Date of report submission:  ______

I. READERSHIP & ACTIVITIES

 1. When was the last time you used the e-reader? 

 Tick only one option, choosing the most recent:

              Today

              Yesterday

              Within the past week

              Within the past two weeks

              Within the last month

              Other (please describe):  ______________________________  

 2. How easy or difficult do you find the e-reader to use? (tick only one)

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor hard  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 3. Generally, what are your feelings towards using the e-reader? (tick only one)

              Strongly dislike        

              Dislike 

              Neither like nor dislike      

              Like      

              Strongly Like 

 4. Number of patrons who used the e-readers in the past week*:  ______

 *Count each student only once
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 5. Number female:  ____

 6. Number in each age group:

  0 – 12:  ___ 19—24:  ____ 35—44:  ___  55 and above:  ___

  13—18:  ___ 25 – 34:  ____ 45—54:  ___

 7. When are e-readers used? _____________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 8. Where are e-readers used? ____________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 9. Do patrons take the e-readers home?   

              Yes

              No

 10. If Yes, how often do patrons take the e-readers home?

              Every night

              3 or more nights per week

              1-2 nights per week

              Never

II.  CHARGING

 1. Before receiving the solar device, how did you find the process for charging?

              Very difficult   

              Difficult 

              Neither easy nor difficult  

              Easy  

              Very easy

 2. Before receiving the solar device, how did you normally charge the e-readers?

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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 3. Do patrons charge e-readers at home?

              Yes

              No

 4. If yes, how often do they charge e-readers at home?

              Always

              Sometimes

              Never

III.  USE OF THE SOLAR DEVICE

 1. How often do you use the solar charger for charging? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily

 2. What do you charge with the solar charger? (check all that apply)

              E-readers

              Mobile phones

              Other (please list): _________________________________________

 3. If you charge phones with the solar charger, whose phones do you charge?

              Teachers or administrators

              Parents

              Community members

              Other (please list): __________________________________________

 4. How often do you plug in the solar panel? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily 

 5. Do you use the lights? 

              Yes

              No

 6. If yes, how often do you use the lights? 

              Once per week or less

              2-3 times per week

              Daily
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 7. Has the solar charger ever run out of battery while you were charging devices? 

              Yes

              No

 8. If yes, how frequently does this occur? 

              Once per month

              Twice per month

              Once per week

              2-3 times per week

              Daily

 9. Did you have any technical challenges with the solar charger?

              Yes

              No

 10. If yes, please explain your challenge. ___________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 11. What do you think about the solar charger?

              I strongly dislike it

              I dislike it

              I am neutral

              I like it

              I strongly like it

 12. What do you like most about the solar charger? _________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

 13. What do you like least about the solar charger? __________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 6

List of Solar Companies

      Barefoot Power: http://www.barefootpower.com/

      Solar Sister: http://www.solarsister.org/

      d.light: http://www.dlightdesign.com/

      Greenlight Planet: http://www.greenlightplanet.com/

      Nokero: http://nokero.com/

      Nuru International: http://www.nuruinternational.org/

      One Degree Solar: http://www.onedegreesolar.com/

      ToughStuff (Kenya/global): http://www.toughstuffonline.com/pages/toughstuffs-modular-product-range/

      Angaza (Tanzania): http://www.angazadesign.com/

      Off-Grid Electric (Tanzania): http://offgrid-electric.com/

      Fenix International: http://fenixintl.com/

      First Solar: http://www.firstsolar.com/en/solutions/off-grid-and-energy-access

      Karibu Solar: http://www.karibusolar.com/

      Solar Light: http://www.solar-light.com/

      SunSaluter: http://www.sunsaluter.com/index.html

      WE CARE Solar: http://wecaresolar.org/ 

      Bettalights: http://www.bettalights.com/ 

      Deutrex: http://www.deutrex818.com 

      Ecco: http://ecco.in/ 

      Fosera: http://www.fosera.com/ 

      India Impex: http://www.sunlite-solar.com/ 

      Marathoner: http://www.marathonerclp.com/ 

      Trony: http://www.trony.com/ 

      Micromark: http://www.micromark.co.uk/ 

      MindaNexGen Solar: http://www.mindanexgentech.com/ 

      Niwa Solar: http://www.niwasolar.com/ 

      Nuru Energy: http://www.nuruenergy.com 

      WakaWaka: http://us.waka-waka.com/ 
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      Orb Energy: http://orbenergy.com/ 

      Pharos: http://www.pharosoffgrid.com/ 

      Roy Solar: http://www.roysolar.com 

      Solar Works: http://solar-works.nl/ 

      Solux: http://www.solux.org 

PAYG Solar

      M-KOPA (Kenya): http://www.m-kopa.com/

      IndiGo (Kenya): http://www.azuri-technologies.com/

      Simpa Networks (India): http://simpanetworks.com/

      Econet Power (Zimbabwe): https://www.econet.co.zw/products/econet-solar

      Azuri Technologies: http://www.azuri-technologies.com/indigo/
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